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a b s t r a c t

Clinical archetypes provide a means for health professionals to design what should be communicated as
part of an Electronic Health Record (EHR). An ever-growing number of archetype definitions follow this
health information modelling approach, and this international archetype resource will eventually cover a
large number of clinical concepts. On the other hand, clinical terminology systems that can be referenced
by archetypes also have a wide coverage over many types of health-care information.

No existing work measures the clinical content coverage of archetypes using terminology systems as a
metric. Archetype authors require guidance to identify under-covered clinical areas that may need to be
the focus of further modelling effort according to this paradigm.

This paper develops a first map of SNOMED-CT concepts covered by archetypes in a repository by cre-
ating a so-called terminological Shadow. This is achieved by mapping appropriate SNOMED-CT concepts
from all nodes that contain archetype terms, finding the top two category levels of the mapped concepts
in the SNOMED-CT hierarchy, and calculating the coverage of each category. A quantitative study of the
results compares the coverage of different categories to identify relatively under-covered as well as well-
covered areas. The results show that the coverage of the well-known National Health Service (NHS) Con-
necting for Health (CfH) archetype repository on all categories of SNOMED-CT is not equally balanced.
Categories worth investigating emerged at different points on the coverage spectrum, including well-cov-
ered categories such as Attributes, Qualifier value, under-covered categories such as Microorganism, King-
dom animalia, and categories that are not covered at all such as Cardiovascular drug (product).

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The specifications released by the openEHR foundation and as
part of the CEN/ISO EN13606 standard for Electronic Health Record
(EHR) communication [1–3] define, among other things, an Arche-
type Model [4], and specify how to construct archetypes to express
constraints on clinical information in an EHR. The Archetype Defini-
tion Language (ADL) is a formal language that can be used to create
archetypes that in turn express constraints on the EHR data. Arche-
types are information modelling artifacts (see Section 2.1) that are
used in advanced e-Health modelling methodologies, and the num-
ber of archetypes is growing steadily to cover many clinical special-
ties. In order to accommodate the growing number of archetypes,
WEB-based archetype authoring and management platforms have
been developed to maintain the repositories of archetypes [5].
These repositories also include the capability of organising and cat-
egorising archetypes under certain classifications.

SNOMED-CT [6], in contrast to the contents of an archetype
repository, is intended to facilitate semantic interoperability by
providing a comprehensive set of commonly understood clinical
concepts. If SNOMED-CT is to deliver on this objective, it will
increasingly cover the space of clinical findings, diagnosis, anat-
omy, drugs, and physical objects that relate to health-care activity.
SNOMED-CT, with its large scope and user base, is a powerful
external reference in the medical domain with a capability to en-
able communicating parties to unambiguously convey clinical con-
cepts. The completeness of its clinical concept modelling in each
medical domain provides health professionals with a sufficient
number of concepts to express clinical statements in many clinical
scenarios [7,8]. Thus, it can be considered an appropriate metric to
use when measuring the coverage of clinical concepts of an arche-
type repository. However, no previous work reports the clinical
content coverage of archetypes with respect to the terminology
in clinical terminology systems, and the distribution of clinical
concepts. Nor is there a detailed description in the literature of a
method to obtain this coverage information. Such information
would help to identify clinical specialities where archetypes pro-
vide insufficient support, and therefore more archetype develop-
ment work is required.
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Many archetype terms are intended to link to universally
understood medical references, such as SNOMED-CT, so that when
sharing archetypes, the meaning can be conveyed to the communi-
cating parties. This use of external coding systems has the potential
to provide a variety of means to classify and categorise archetype
repositories. However, not all archetype terms are linked or link-
able with external terminological references. Nevertheless, the
presence of two large and related information resources, an arche-
type repository and a terminological system, presents an opportu-
nity to investigate how clinical information is modelled in
contemporary repositories.

The primary focus of this paper is to identify the coverage of
SNOMED-CT concepts in an archetype repository. By mapping
terms that are defined internally in Archetypes to standard
SNOMED-CT concepts, it is possible to obtain an approximate over-
view of the equivalent terminological content of the archetype
repository. This work therefore harmonises two modelling ap-
proaches in health information systems. On the one hand, an
archetype model is representative of clinical meta-data modelling
methods that expresses the commonly agreed clinical contents of
EHRs. On the other hand, SNOMED-CT is representative of clinical
terminology, and models clinical knowledge using an ontological
approach. Both modelling approaches are designed to work with
EHR systems for different purposes, but gaps in coverage, overlaps
and similarities are likely between the two approaches. As dis-
cussed in [9], increasing integration of the two approaches will
facilitate semantic interoperability in e-Health.

The results reported here will allow both communities (arche-
type modellers and terminologists) to address interoperability is-
sues that arise due to embedded codes. In addition, the outcomes
of this research will allow the identification of which categories
in SNOMED-CT are more thoroughly covered by modelling artifacts
like archetypes, and which ones still require more attention. These
results should help in focusing the significant modelling efforts
undertaken by the community.

This paper is organised as follows. Sections 2 and 3 describe the
main concepts involved in this work and provide an overview of
the state of the art. Section 4 describes the calculation of coverage
of an archetype repository over SNOMED-CT top level categories.
Section 5 summarises the results of the investigation, while Section
6 discusses these results and analyses certain outstanding coverage
results. Finally, Section 8 summarises the paper, and Section 7 out-
lines directions for future work.

2. Background

This section briefly introduces some concepts related to arche-
types as well as SNOMED-CT, used in the remainder of the paper.

2.1. Two-level modelling

The concept of Archetypes, used in the previous section, is part
of an advanced information modelling methodology referred to
as Two-Level Modelling [10,2,3]. Instead of trying to capture all re-
quired information in a single large data model [1], this methodol-
ogy advocates a separation between information and knowledge.
The former, it is claimed, can be generically represented with a
rather simple data model that is stable over time, while the latter
is modelled as instances of the former. Information (data model) is
the first level in this approach, and knowledge is the second level.

The term Archetype has become widely used to refer to the
knowledge represented in the second level of this approach (e.g.
blood pressure). As the nature of the information in an EHR is up-
dated, archetypes are maintained accordingly. However, as these
only describe instances of the underlying data model, commonly

termed a Reference Model (composed by abstract building blocks
like Element, Item, Entry, Section, and Composition), this update
will not require changes to the clinical application. This approach,
then, is expected to shield applications from large numbers of evo-
lutionary changes that would be needed if using the traditional sin-
gle model approach [1]. Also, Archetypes are the basis upon which
information exchange and interoperability can be achieved.

2.2. Term binding in ADL

Archetypes may contain tens if not hundreds of freely designed
data nodes that express clinical meanings. As part of the archetype
specification, the syntax of the Archetype Definition Language
(ADL) [4] includes a mechanism to allow annotation of clinical con-
cepts in archetypes by defining local terms. These local terms are
specified as ‘AT codes’, where the ‘AT’ stands for ‘Archetype Term’.
A dedicated section is provided in each archetype to expand the ex-
plicit meaning of these terms and occasionally a ‘presentation
name’ for display on a screen. Archetype terms can also be option-
ally linked to terms in external terminologies such as SNOMED-CT,
known as term binding in the ADL syntax. These bindings to local
‘AT’ coded terms in archetypes can be used to retrieve a commonly
understood medical definition. The following example shows a
snippet of such an archetype definition (in ADL syntax) where
the locally defined code ‘at0021’ is linked to the SNOMED-CT code
162465004 for severity, while the actual values (mild, moderate,
etc.) are local and do not map to SNOMED-CT.

. . .

ELEMENT[at0021] occurrences matches {0..1} matches
{–Severity
value matches {
1|[local::at0044], – trivial

2|[local::at0023], – mild

5|[local::at0024], – moderate

8|[local::at0025], – severe

9|[local::at0045] – very severe

}
. . .

term_bindings = <
["SNOMED-CT"] = <

items = <
["at0021"] = <[SNOMED-CT::162465004]>

. . .

2.3. Structure of SNOMED-CT

To support the coverage assessment in this paper, the hierarchi-
cal structure of SNOMED-CT is studied and adopted as the base of
the coverage calculation. Fig. 1 depicts the hierarchical structure of
SNOMED-CT, which consists of a concept called ‘SNOMED-CT’ as
the root node of all concepts, and its 19 first-level categories in
the concept model range from body structure to physical object. Ta-
ble 1 lists the information for all 19 first-level categories of
SNOMED-CT. The numbers indicate the size, i.e. the total number
of concepts under each first-level category, and these categories
are listed in descending order.

Each category represents an abstract clinical classification, each
of which are sub-classified in turn by second-level categories. Sec-
ond-level categories are again sub-classified into child concepts,
and this structure continues further down the concept hierarchy
until very specific concepts are reached. The SNOMED-CT concept
model allows multiple-inheritance, which means that concept ‘a’
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can both belong to category ‘Finding by site’ and category ‘A’, as de-
picted in Fig. 1.

2.4. Archetype repository

An archetype repository manages the life-cycle of archetypes.
The repository primarily maintains the inheritance and versioning
of archetypes. All committed archetypes follow the naming con-
vention that is defined in the specifications for the Archetype Ob-
ject Model. The naming scheme allows generic archetypes to be
extended by more specific archetypes. To extend an archetype,
the resulting archetype must inherit information in its parent
archetype and add more specific clinical content. Fig. 2, as an
example, shows a Pain symptom archetype that could be an exten-
sion of the generic Symptom archetype with more specific clinical
details. Versioning is a mechanism that allows different versions
of archetypes to co-exist for the purpose of tracing their editing
history as the development goes on. The latest version is assumed

to be most mature in quality and content. As Fig. 2 demonstrates,
both inheritance and versioning produce duplicate counts for the
same archetype term that will be removed in the archetype term
extraction process, described in Section 4.

3. Related work

Due to the textual nature of clinical information, association of
medical text and codes to a standard terminology usually involves
complex mapping processes. Much existing work involves the
mapping of arbitrary clinical text with standard terminologies. This
can be considered a generalised case of concept mapping between
archetype terms and SNOMED-CT, whether it is done manually or
automatically. Related work can be classified into the following
three main categories, with slightly different aims.

3.1. General purpose mapping tools

RELMA is a helper application released by the Regenstrief Insti-
tute, Inc. for mapping local tests (and other observation codes) to
the Logical Observation Identifier Names and Codes (LOINC) data-
base on a one-at-a-time basis [11]. This manual process is aided by
an additional component called the Intelligent Mapper, which pro-
cesses the mapping automatically and has been algorithmically
improved [12].

MetaMap is a highly-configurable program that has been devel-
oped by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) to map arbitrary
free text in the biomedical field to the UMLS thesaurus [13]. During
its evolution, various new techniques have been adapted, notably
Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology such as word sense
disambiguation (WSD) [14]. By design, MetaMap is tightly coupled
with the UMLS [15]. The program itself bundles the pre-computed
database of all UMLS concepts. Its algorithm is intended to work
with UMLS concepts. Other terminologies that have not been
incorporated into the UMLS (such as locally defined ones) are not
well supported by the tool.

The focus of these tools is to provide a generic means to map
unstructured clinical data, often free text, to specific terminologies
such as LOINC and the UMLS thesaurus.

Fig. 1. A hierarchical representation of SNOMED-CT, showing SNOMED-CT as the root node of all concepts, that is categorised into 19 first-level, concepts and 343 second-
level concepts.

Table 1
First-level categories in SNOMED-CT, release January 2008.

First-level category name Size

Clinical finding (finding) 109,311
Special concept (special concept) 67,342
Procedure (procedure) 53,854
Body structure (body structure) 31,837
Organism (organism) 27,952
Substance (substance) 23,456
Pharmaceutical/biologic product (product) 19,084
Qualifier value (qualifier value) 8904
Event (event) 8447
Observable entity (observable entity) 7834
Social context (social concept) 5252
Situation with explicit context (situation) 4912
Physical object (physical object) 4515
Environment or geographical location (environment/location) 1741
Linkage concept (linkage concept) 1136
Staging and scales (staging scale) 1113
Specimen (specimen) 1055
Record artifact (record artifact) 202
Physical force (physical force) 172

Total concepts 378,111

410 S. Yu et al. / Journal of Biomedical Informatics 45 (2012) 408–418



3.2. Automatic terminological concepts recognition from free text

Automatic terminological concept recognition from free text is a
popular subject of research activity. Ruch et al. [16] focused on pro-
cessing fragments of medical text to identify SNOMED-CT concepts
by combining two search techniques: regular expression matching
and a search engine called easyIR. The main source for concept rec-
ognition in Ruch’s work is the free text that is produced in medical
institutions, such as clinical notes or a discharge letters.

Friedman et al. [17] adapted an existing NLP system called Med-
LEE to automate the process of encoding clinical documents with
the UMLS thesaurus.

3.3. Archetype and terminology association by using existing thesaurus

Lezcano et al. [18] used a lexical tool from the UMLS thesaurus,
which stores pre-mapped arbitrary text and UMLS concepts in an
index to associate archetypes with UMLS concepts. The resulting
clusters of UMLS concepts were used to build a bipartite graph
for the semantic classification of archetypes. Applications of such
graph models include the enhancement of archetype browsing
and comparisons.

Qamar et al. [19] built a system named MoST to semantically
map archetype data to SNOMED-CT codes. The aim of their work
was to utilise various technologies such as filtering of the mapping
results to aid the mapping process. A prototype of the system was
integrated into an archetype editor to enable SNOMED-CT code
binding.

The major difference between the related work presented above
and this paper is that this research aims to establish the distribu-
tion of SNOMED-CT clinical concepts in an archetype repository.
The mapping method, outlined in Section 4, does not rely on a
pre-mapped thesaurus (see Section 3.1) or (free) medical text pro-
cessing software. Because it is an algorithmic method, other clini-
cal terminologies could also be used, instead of SNOMED-CT. The
above techniques are successful approaches for recommendation
of terms, but they do not suit the purpose of this study. The

method used here is geared towards the specific purpose of this
work, and its performance has been quantitatively assessed [20].

4. Method

This Section describes how to apply the Shadow creation tech-
nique, which maps arbitrary archetype nodes to SNOMED-CT codes
in order to obtain an overview of a repository. Shadows contain
information on all archetype nodes as well as links to the corre-
sponding SNOMED-CT concepts. Therefore, a quantitative study
can be performed to reveal the coverage of clinical content accord-
ing to the SNOMED-CT space.

The method involves the following steps:

1. Analysing the archetype repository.
2. Extracting text from archetype nodes.
3. Constructing the Shadow of each archetype onto SNOMED-CT,

thus mapping archetype nodes onto SNOMED-CT codes.
4. Reporting the categories of the resulting codes in SNOMED-CT.
5. Computing the coverage per SNOMED-CT category.

These steps are detailed in the following subsections.

4.1. NHS CfH archetype repository

The National Health Service (NHS) Connecting for Health (CfH)
project led to the generation of a repository containing a large
number of archetypes, which is as far as the authors are aware,
the largest archetype repository available. It covers a wide range
of clinical areas and so it is well suited the experiments that are re-
ported in this paper. These archetypes are available in the public
domain,1 and have undergone extensive internal review by expert
clinicians prior to being approved for NHS usage as exemplar clinical
models [21]. Table 2 lists the number of archetypes per reference

Fig. 2. archetype inheritance and versioning.

1 http://www.openehr.org/svn/knowledge/archetypes/dev-uk-nhs/.
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model type (as referred to in Section 2.1) in this repository.
The NHS CfH repository was initially created with a focus on

Accident and Emergency, and maternity care, but it evolved to cen-
tralise all modelling efforts that follow the two-level modelling ap-
proach. As such, it is not targeted to any specific clinical specialty.
On the contrary, the two-level modelling methodology (see Section
2.1) precisely advocates a generic and application independent ap-
proach that is equally applicable to any specialty. Accordingly, this
archetype repository was populated with additional archetypes as
needed by applications that were built using this approach, with-
out any centralised decision to model a given specialty.

The intended users of this repository are domain experts who
engage in concept modelling. Due to the current most common
use of archetypes, the final users of the applications that embed
these artifacts are generally clinicians, recording and exchanging
information for medical care delivery.

4.2. Extraction of archetype terms

The pre-processing of archetypes involves taking the latest ver-
sion of an archetype and resolving inheritance (see Section 2.4) to
reduce the redundant nodes that repeat their parent archetypes’
base nodes. The resulting output comprises of a list of unique
archetype terms that represent the clinical information in the
repository as a whole. As shown in Table 3, the extraction process
produced 8362 archetype terms.

4.3. Shadows creation process

In our previous work [22,20], a vector-model [23] search tool
called Lucene2 was utilised to achieve automatic mapping of arche-
type terms onto SNOMED-CT concepts, without using an external
thesaurus (a common limitation in popular tools, see Section 3.1, like
for example MetaMap). This work also introduced the idea of a ter-
minological Shadow. A Shadow is an artifact defined in [22] that con-
tains the corresponding SNOMED-CT concepts that a single
archetype or set of archetypes may be associated with. It is a result
of mapping archetype nodes to their equivalent terminological refer-
ences, for example SNOMED-CT concepts, to represent the semantics
of an archetype in the language of clinical concepts.

One way of visualising the Shadowing operation is to ‘project’
archetype terms onto SNOMED-CT to see which category they be-
long to, as illustrated in Fig. 3. SNOMED-CT, as a well established
and widely accepted terminology, is designed in particular to en-
code information that appears in a clinical record [1]. Although
not complete, the clinical content coverage and expressiveness of
SNOMED-CT has been assessed in many studies and it has been
shown to be capable of coding up to 80% of information in many
clinical scenarios [7,24,25]. Therefore, it is suitable for assessing
the clinical content in archetypes.

The algorithm used for the mapping process [20] involves the
following steps:

1. Given an archetype, extract the text of all its ‘AT’ codes from
archetypes in the repository, and for each text string, search
for associated SNOMED-CT concepts.

2. The search will normally return a list of candidate SNOMED-CT
codes. Rank these codes in a list, by placing those that are con-
sidered best answers at the top of the list.

3. Select the top answer from the list for each archetype term in an
archetype to produce its terminological Shadow.

This algorithm was evaluated in [20], which compared the
manually defined bindings in some archetypes (recall from Sec-
tion 2.2 that bindings are optional in archetype definitions), with
those extracted automatically by the Shadows, on average over
the entire NHS CfH repository. The rate for finding the correct cat-
egory for each archetype term was up to 80% of cases, which is
considered acceptable, taking into account the diversity of
archetypes.

4.4. Shadowed SNOMED-CT categories

This step takes advantage of the terminological Shadow ap-
proach, described in Section 4.3. For the NHS CfH repository (see
Table 3), of the 8362 archetype terms that were extracted, 7925
mapped directly to SNOMED-CT concepts, thus only 473 (i.e. below
5%) archetype terms were not matched with SNOMED-CT concepts.
There are 4982 uniquely mapped SNOMED-CT concepts when
duplicates are removed.

The process seeks the first and second level category of every
mapped SNOMED-CT concept in its hierarchy. By tracing this hier-
archy, the second-level category from the root of the result is
stored as the category of the mapped archetype term. For example,
if the text string ‘Crutches’ is mapped to the SNOMED-CT concept
‘Crutches (physical object)’, its second-level antecedent is
Device(physical object).

The reason for choosing second-level categories as the measure
of coverage calculations is that due to the granularity of SNOMED-
CT, as shown in Table 1, many of the 19 first-level categories are
very large and too abstract to be useful in categorising archetypes.
The 345 second-level categories that are indicated in Fig. 1, in con-
trast, while still rather general, are in the authors’ view sufficiently
specific to represent meaningful classifications of clinical topics
corresponding to archetype information.

The mapping process may encounter a so-called inactive con-
cept, that is nevertheless suggested as a mapping. This is due to
the life cycle of SNOMED-CT concept modelling: certain concepts
are marked as inactive but are not deleted. The algorithm will
then try to replace the inactive concept with the most relevant
concept, i.e. second concept on the list returned that is not inac-
tive. Although the mapped SNOMED-CT concepts are the approx-
imation of the original archetype terms, since it is an automated
task compared to human operation, their second-level categories
can still reveal the covered clinical content of an archetype
repository.

Table 2
Break-down of types of archetypes in the NHS-CfH repository.

Reference model concept Number of archetypes based on this concept

Cluster 300
Composition 18
Element 5
Entry 557
Section 96
Structure 99
Total number of archetypes 1075

Table 3
Result of extraction/mapping for the NHS-CfH archetype repository.

Terms type # Terms
found

Percentage

Unique ‘AT’ codes (terms) extracted from
repository

8362 –

Mapped concepts 7925 94.7
Mapped unique concepts 4982 59.6

2 http://lucene.apache.org.
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4.5. Definition of SNOMED-CT coverage

From the data represented by the Shadows, the coverage of a
category in an archetype repository is defined as the ratio of
mapped unique SNOMED-CT concepts found in a category, to the
size of that category, as defined by Eq. (1), where:

coverage ¼ mapped SNOMED-CT concepts in T
Size of T

ð1Þ

� mapped SNOMED-CT concepts in T is the total number of
uniquely mapped SNOMED-CT concepts belonging to category
T, and
� Size of T is the total number of concepts category T contains.

5. Results

This section details the coverage results of the first and second-
level SNOMED-CT categories obtained in this study. As a broad
summary, the complete set of mapped archetype terms in the
repository cover 186 second-level SNOMED-CT categories, out of
the 345 available second-level categories.

5.1. First-level overview

Fig. 4 gives an overview of the distribution of first-level catego-
ries in the archetype repository. Each section of the chart shows
the quantity of mapped concepts among first-level categories.
The first number following the name of the category is the number
of mapped concepts with duplicates that belong to this category.
The second number is the number (percentage) of mapped terms
in the current category divided by the total number of successfully
mapped concepts, which is 7925 according to Table 3.

From this figure it can be concluded that the majority of the
mapped concepts are from Clinical finding, which implies that most
of the information in archetypes cover this area. This makes sense
since, as referred to in Section 4.3, most archetypes in the reposi-
tory have been created in the context of clinical care. Also, Clinical
finding is the largest category according to Table 1.

The second most popular category is Qualifier value, which
makes up one fifth of the total number of mapped concepts. How-
ever, referring to Table 1, this category is not among the largest in
SNOMED-CT. The smaller but popular categories such as Qualifier
value will be discussed later. The third largest group of mapped
concepts belong to Procedure and other prominent categories are
Observable entity and Body structure. Again, this can be explained
due to the nature and most common usage of archetypes: commu-
nicating information for clinical care.

5.2. Second-level coverage

From the perspective of second-level categories of SNOMED-CT,
all 7925 concepts that were mapped during this study are broken
down into 186 categories. While there are 345 second-level cate-
gories in SNOMED-CT, the ones that are not mapped from any
archetype term represent areas that the archetype repository does
not cover. These are shown in Table 4 for categories with size
greater than 100 concepts.3 Notably among these, the first-level cat-
egory Pharmaceutical/biologic product is largely missed by this repos-
itory, particularly, for example, 14833006 Cardiovascular drug
(product) with a size of 926 terms is the largest SNOMED-CT level-
two category that is not covered.

Suggested
Binding

Suggested
Binding

Archetype
Repository

SNOMED-CT

First level
categories

Second level
categories

coverage =

Clinical
finding

Root

SNOMED-CT
Root

Disease Finding by Site

/

Shadow

All concepts
belong to the
second level
category

Fig. 3. Shadow of archetypes on SNOMED-CT showing the relationships between local terms in archetypes and their counterpart terms in a SNOMED-CT hierarchy.

3 The reason for presenting this subset is to focus on categories that have a
relatively large number of concepts, and to investigate their lack of coverage in the
repository. Including all categories would make this list unnecessarily long.
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Among the mapped categories, the coverage of some second-le-
vel categories is very low. Examples include Geographical and or
political region and Radiation therapy observable, each of which
has only one uniquely mapped concept respectively. They repre-
sent the minority of mapped second level categories of the arche-
type repository, in contrast to the most popular category, which is
Clinical history and observation findings. Table 5 details these re-
sults, where:

� Number of Uniquely Mapped Terms is the number of uniquely
mapped concepts in this category.
� Category Size is the total number of concepts under this

category.
� Coverage is calculated using Eq. (1).

All second-level categories are grouped according to their mem-
bership of first-level categories and sorted in descending order of
their coverage within each first-level category. Table 5 shows only
those categories with a minimum size of 500 concepts.4

Based on these results, the coverage of second-level categories
can be heuristically divided into three groups in relative terms:
well covered, moderately covered and rarely covered. By observing

Fig. 4. Break-down of all mapped archetype terms by first level categories.

Table 4
Example SNOMED-CT categories not covered by the NHS CfH repository.

SNOMED-CT first and second level category name Category size

a. Pharmaceutical/biologic product
Cardiovascular drug (product) 926
Drugs used in the eye (product) 261
Antidiabetic preparation (product) 249
Vitamin preparation (product) 244
Immunotherapeutic agent (product) 240
Respiratory drugs (product) 229
Chelating agents and antidotes (product) 163
Drug groups primarily affecting the musculoskeletal system (product) 160
Drugs used to treat addiction (product) 118

b. Event
Event of undetermined intent (event) 314
Event related to biological agent (event) 155

c. Substance
Oil (substance) 149

d. Organism
Life-cycle form (organism) 135

e. Observable entity
Sample observable (observable entity) 126

f. Specimen
Tissue specimen (specimen) 120

4 The reason for presenting a subset only is analogous to that used for Table 4.
However, the relative sizes of the different categories either covered or not covered
advises the use of a different minimum number of concepts per category from that
used in Table 4. This ensures that a sufficiently representative number of categories
are shown, without making the list unnecessarily long. The complete results,
including smaller-sized categories and their coverage, can be found in the Appendix.
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Table 5
Coverage of SNOMED-CT categories with size greater than 500.

SNOMED-CT first and second level category name #Uniq. mapped SNO. concept Categ. Coverage size

a. Body structure
1. Body structure, altered from its 55 4671 1.177
original anatomical structure
(morphologic abnormality)
2. Physical anatomical entity (body structure) 229 27,005 0.847

b. Clinical finding
1. General clinical state finding (finding) 32 642 4.984
2. Administrative statuses (finding) 114 2404 4.742
3. Clinical history and observation findings (finding) 699 16,319 4.283
4. Finding by method (finding) 157 4430 3.544
5. Neurological finding (finding) 61 1904 3.203
6. Finding by site (finding) 432 53,966 0.801
7. Disease (disorder) 174 25,287 0.688
8. Wound finding (finding) 13 2643 0.492

c. Environment or geographical location
1. Environment (environment) 82 1133 7.237
2. Geographical and/or political region 1 607 0.165
(geographic location)

d. Event
1. Accidental event (event) 9 5106 0.176
2. Exposure to potentially harmful entity (event) 2 2046 0.0978

e. Linkage concept
1. Attribute (attribute) 141 1127 12.511

f. Observable entity
1. Function (observable entity) 84 1404 5.983
2. Clinical history/examination observable 205 3937 5.207
(observable entity)
3. Feature of entity (observable entity) 22 773 2.846

g. Organism
1. Trophic life form (organism) 1 503 0.199
2. Kingdom Animalia (organism) 24 13,256 0.181
3. Kingdom Plantae (organism) 3 1935 0.155
4. Pathogenic organism (organism) 1 678 0.147
5. Microorganism (organism) 9 11,413 0.0789

h. Pharmaceutical/biologic product
1. Veterinary proprietary drug AND/OR 18 2533 0.711
biological (product)
2. Replacement preparation (product) 3 576 0.521
3. Analgesic (product) 4 981 0.408
4. Hematologic drug (product) 2 510 0.392
5. Autonomic drug (product) 2 546 0.366
6. Biological agent (product) 2 829 0.241
7. Hormones, synthetic substitutes and 2 1271 0.157
antagonists (product)
8. Skin agent (product) 1 698 0.143
9. Gastrointestinal drug (product) 1 778 0.129
10. CNS drug (product) 1 1252 0.0799
11. Diagnostic aid (product) 1 1282 0.078
12. Anti-infective agent (product) 1 1785 0.056

i. Physical object
1. Device (physical object) 117 3758 3.113

j. Procedure
1. Regimes and therapies (regime/therapy) 75 1169 6.416
2. Administrative procedure (procedure) 47 1313 3.58
3. Procedure with a procedure focus (procedure) 42 1276 3.292
4. Procedure by intent (procedure) 50 2185 2.288
5. Procedure with a clinical finding focus (procedure) 18 1080 1.667
6. Procedure by method (procedure) 220 22,223 0.99
7. Procedure by device (procedure) 38 4619 0.823
8. Laboratory procedure (procedure) 67 8677 0.772
9. Procedure by site (procedure) 61 10,093 0.604

k. Qualifier value
1. Descriptor (qualifier value) 256 1579 16.213
2. Spatial and relational concepts (qualifier value) 59 1075 5.488
3. Intellectual concepts and systems (qualifier value) 29 660 4.394
4. Unit (qualifier value) 40 1137 3.518
5. Ranked categories (qualifier value) 30 964 3.112

l. Situation with explicit context
1. Procedure with explicit context (situation) 50 1113 4.492

(continued on next page)
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the spread of results, it is apparent that the coverage values for dif-
ferent categories, vary from 0.1% to 5.0%.

The boundary between the well and moderately covered cate-
gories could be placed in relative terms, at those categories whose
coverage is around 1.0%. The boundary between the moderately
and rarely covered is at 0.1%. These parameters have been fine
tuned through heuristic experience and experimental evaluation
during the course of this work. By using these values, it is easy to
visually identify categories at different points on the coverage
spectrum. The following are examples of identified categories with
outstanding coverage. The indicator in the curly brackets points to
the location of the item in Table 5:

1. Well covered categories
(a) Clinical history and observation findings (finding) {b.3}
(b) Administrative statuses (finding) {b.2}
(c) Finding by method (finding) {b.4}
(d) Clinical history/examination observable (observable entity)

{f.2}
(e) Descriptor (qualifier value) {k.1}
(f) Unit (qualifier value) {k.4}
(g) Attribute (attribute) {e.1}
(h) Environment (environment) {c.1}

2. Rarely covered categories
(a) Microorganism (organism) {g.5}
(b) Kingdom Animalia (organism) {g.2}
(c) Anti-infective agent (product) {h.12}
(d) Diagnostic aid (product) {h.11}
(e) CNS drug (product) {h.10}

Among highlighted well covered categories, category b.3 has a
relatively large size, of 16,319 concepts, with a coverage of 4.28%.
The results also show that certain relatively small categories, such
as k.1, k.4 and e.1, tend to be well covered.

Notably in the SNOMED-CT model, concepts under category e.1
Attribute have special usage that allow users to compose refined
new concepts. Complex clinical statements can be created by using
attribute concepts to link existing concepts. This mechanism,
known as post-coordination [6], relies on linkage concepts like Attri-
bute to refine an existing concept and expand it by adding other
concepts. Category k.1 Descriptor (qualifier value) is well covered
and it also has a special role in the SNOMED-CT model. For all sec-
ond-level categories under Qualifier value, they can be used as qual-
ifiers in post-coordination to refine an existing concept. From these
results, the archetype repository appears to also cover these cate-
gories relatively well.

Regarding rarely covered categories, it is clear that h.12, h.11,
h.10 are all product related. Category g.5 Microorganism is very
poorly covered and this could be of interest to archetype
modellers.

5.3. Frequency of term occurrence – StopWords

While extracting archetype terms from all the archetypes in the
repository, manual observation shows that certain ambiguous
terms exist such as Location and Result. Table 6 lists the most fre-
quently used terms. These terms appear to play significant roles
in general archetype semantics, but not in a medical sense. In the
authors’ view, this is analogous to ‘‘stop words’’ such as ‘and’, ‘of’
in natural language processing. This material can be beneficial to
separating terms of this kind from less ambiguous terms. In our
experiment, however, these terms are not excluded from the map-
ping process because it is important to understand how well they
are covered by SNOMED-CT.

6. Discussion

The results of the first-level category overview and second-level
category coverage provide researchers who are interested in either
in both, archetypes and SNOMED-CT, an opportunity to identify
areas of interest in a number of ways. From an archetype devel-
oper’s viewpoint, results such as those given in Table 5 offer a
mechanism to determine the status of an archetype repository.
The terminological Shadow that is exploited in this work can pro-
vide a snapshot of how much clinical content of SNOMED-CT has
been covered within a particular repository. As the development

Table 5 (continued)

SNOMED-CT first and second level category name #Uniq. mapped SNO. concept Categ. Coverage size

2. Past history of (situation) 20 672 2.976
3. [V]Factors influencing health status and 33 1237 2.668
contact with health services (situation)
4. Finding with explicit context (situation) 39 1813 2.151

m. Social context
1. Occupation (occupation) 82 4395 1.866

n. Staging and scales
1. Assessment scales (assessment scale) 52 884 5.882

o. Substance
1. Dietary substance (substance) 26 2000 1.3
2. Drug or medicament (substance) 10 1669 0.599
3. Substance categorised functionally (substance) 10 1742 0.574
4. Materials (substance) 8 1420 0.563
5. Allergen class (substance) 8 1708 0.468
6. Substance categorised structurally (substance) 47 11,871 0.396
7. Biological substance (substance) 6 2304 0.26

Table 6
Most frequently used archetype terms.

Archetype term Frequency Archetype term Frequency

Tree 171 Normal statements 27
Any event 133 None 27
Event series 113 Findings 27
no text for this at-code 77 Name 25
Comment 53 Clinical description 25
Other 48 Normal statement 24
Description 43 Right 23
List 42 Procedure outcome 23
Comments 40 Procedure comments 22
Details 39 Left 22
History 32 Person name performing 20
Normal 29 procedure
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of an archetype repository progresses, it can provide constant
monitoring of medical topics that are being modelled to prevent
redundant information or unbalanced development. This tech-
nique was only applied to archetypes in this case, but it could eas-
ily be extended to co-called templates5 when they become available
in sufficient numbers. The approach presented here is sufficiently
flexible to be applied to any archetype repository. The threshold
for determining when a category is well or rarely covered can be ad-
justed to particular use cases. For this study the upper limit of cov-
erage for certain categories is as high as 7%. But there is as yet no
way to determine a satisfactory threshold for a SNOMED-CT cate-
gory. For example, a national project’s archetype repository should
have higher coverage than a clinic’s repository. In any case, the idea
of an acceptable level of coverage for a whole repository is also still
undetermined.

For SNOMED-CT modellers, this approach provides feedback
from application of the SNOMED-CT concepts in archetype model-
ling. It reveals the focused areas of medical concepts that are being
modelled in a well-known EHR model. The popular categories re-
flect the overlapping areas where two communities have a com-
mon focus, while the under-covered categories may indicate
differences in modelling priorities. Guidance on SNOMED-CT con-
cept usage can be provided where coverage is not satisfactory.
Microorganism, as an example, exhibits much lower coverage than
other categories, therefore investigation may reveal why so few
archetypes use concepts from this large category. Medical profes-
sionals in specific areas can also pay attention to their fields. For
example, Kingdom animalia is a category with reasonably large size
but is little covered in this repository. However, archetypes may be
demanded by practitioners of veterinary medicine that require
usage of many concepts from this category.

Finally, the results of this study are a resource for archetype cre-
ation planning. For instance, there are 11,413 types of Microorgan-
ism in the release of SNOMED-CT used here. When archetype
modellers decide to create archetypes and templates for microor-
ganisms, the results show that there is likely to be a requirement
for either a query based binding mechanism or else a relatively
large quantity of bindings even to achieve a coverage of 1% of the
total number of terms in this category. A similar analysis can be
performed on many of the first-level and second level categories
with similar results. Archetype authors may need to incorporate

specific queries, large hierarchical archetypes or even more sophis-
ticated mechanisms to make these concepts available. Assuming
that the archetype modellers’ goal is to cover as much clinical con-
tent as possible to be used with EHRs, the results of the coverage of
current archetypes can indicate the likely complexity of future
development and implementation.

Based on the coverage results, the areas identified as well and
rarely covered also lead to discussion and comparison of the two
health modelling patterns. The Archetype Object Model is record-
oriented, which means its model resembles the structure of docu-
ment records. In contrast, SNOMED-CT is ontology-oriented, which
means it represents a network of medical phenomena that is based
on logic. However, similarities can be found between the two mod-
elling approaches because the patterns of organising information
show some correspondence at certain levels.

The fact that categories such as Clinical finding are well covered
in the studied repository could be taken as evidence that the arche-
types in the repository mainly focus on clinical finding information
(e.g. for clinical care applications). The results also show that the
proportion of archetype terms mapped to the Qualifier value cate-
gory is significantly higher than other categories regardless of its
small size. Attribute, has similarly been well covered despite its rel-
atively small size. One possible reason for this coverage informa-
tion is that many parts of archetypes use these concepts
frequently, for qualifying answers such as ‘‘Mild’’, ‘‘Nil significant’’
or attributes like ‘‘Severity’’. Fig. 5 gives one example from the ope-
nEHR-EHR-CLUSTER.symptom-pain.v1 archetype [26], to show how
these concepts are linked to archetypes.

The limitation associated with this approach is that the auto-
matic mapping process has limited precision when compared to
the judgement of human experts. However, in the authors’ opinion,
the development and improvement of a mapping algorithm should
be kept as a separate work, and their performance should prefera-
bly be evaluated against human judgement for this task.

7. Future work

Future work will investigate how to derive and use additional
contextual information that can enhance the effectiveness of the
Shadow approach for nodes in certain parts of an archetype. For in-
stance, at the leaf level of an archetype, one is likely to find con-
straints on an element of a data type to store clinical data. In many
cases this takes the form of a standard coded medical term or a con-
dition. The most frequently occurring group of codes in the category

Fig. 5. Example of heavily used concepts.

5 openEHR specifications also include the idea of a template that allows archetypes
to be combined and further constrained to suit particular scenario that may arise in
healthcare. These templates also allow bindings to terminology systems.
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Clinical history and observation findings are examples of SNOMED-CT
codes that would comfortably map into this part of an archetype.
The majority of SNOMED-CT codes are candidates for this type of
mapping. On the other hand, the ‘verbs’ or ‘link’ concepts in the
SNOMED-CT model that connect core concepts and their potential
modifiers are called linkage concepts. The highly utilised Attribute
category has the potential to relate closely to archetype organisa-
tional elements according to its coverage information. Another pos-
sible context information could include whether a searched term
was a member of the Person category, which is associated with
demographic model in the Archetype Model.

The authors see a potential for terminological Shadows of arche-
types to be used to aid better integration between the EHR infor-
mation model and clinical terminology concept models such
those found in SNOMED-CT. Therefore in the future the authors
will incorporate investigation of the relationship between the meta
information of archetype terms and the mapped equivalent
SNOMED-CT concepts. This meta information may include the data
types of the particular EHR information model that the archetype is
constraining, the intended applicability of SNOMED-CT concepts in
its concept model. It is intended to improve the mapping of appro-
priate SNOMED-CT concepts according to the context of the arche-
type term.

Further research will also utilise Shadows to compare individual
archetypes to identify similarity among heterogeneous archetype
designs [27]. Archetypes could be compared by matching their
Shadows and analysing the SNOMED-CT concepts in a normalised
form [28]. The result of this process can provide a better automated
means to analyse archetypes that are created in different develop-
ment backgrounds that may contain overlapping information for
the same clinical setting that is presented in different ways.

8. Conclusion

This paper applied a previously published method [22,20], re-
ferred to as the terminological Shadow approach, that automatically
maps archetype terms to SNOMED-CT concepts to generate the
overview of SNOMED-CT concept coverage in an archetype reposi-
tory. This paper effectively identified a number of under-covered
and well-covered SNOMED-CT categories in the chosen archetype
repository. The authors believe, as a result of their experiences, that
the Shadow approach can be used more generally to identify the
coverage of SNOMED-CT concepts, and potentially, other terminol-
ogy systems among clusters of archetypes that are being created.

This contribution is applicable to the management of large
archetype repositories and it will guide archetype developers to
pay attention to the relative size of equivalent terminological cat-
egories when assessing the effort required in creating terminolog-
ical bindings for particular archetypes. For example, if a seemingly
significant SNOMED-CT category, such as Microorganism (organ-
ism), is not covered well but is used extensively in a particular clin-
ical scenario, developers in that area must consider enhancing
their archetype set in order to cover more concepts in this cate-
gory. One possible, simple, solution is to embed queries to link
one archetype term to multiple external references [29].

Appendix A. Supplementary material

Supplementary data associated with this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.jbi.2011.12.001.
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